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ABSTRACT 
This project concerned repair of equipment in school 
media centers. A survey was designed and distributed 
to area media specialists and administrators. 
The author found that media specialists, in general, 
view repair as a coming fact of life - - something of 
a necessity for the future. On the other hand, some 
administrators said that they didn't want their media 
specialists involved in repair work. The author's recommendations 
included : 
1. Media specialists, increasingly, need to have 
at least minimal skills in maintenance and repair of 
equipment . 
2. In order to acquire these skills, school districts 
will need to A. provide workshops (training), and B. 
release time for their media specialists. 
3. A unit on repair be added to an already required 
course in the curriculum. 
4. Addition of a graduate level course on repair 
- to be taken only after working in the field of media. 
5. This course should be flexible, and hands-on, 
practical and useful. The media specialist should go 
away from the course with the feeling of confidence 
- a feeling that "I am capable". The media specialist 
should be comfortable with minor repairs, and should 
learn to tell if the repair is minor, or if it should 
be sent out for service. 
A recommenation was made that this study be repeated 
in larger scale, perhaps statewide. If the study were 
repeated on a larger scale, and put into effect, media 
specialists can be prepared for the future, instead 
of preparing after the fact. 
The main reasons media specialists would need to 
repair equipment themselves are; 1. To save money (or 
to keep machines running that otherwise wouldn't be 
repaired) , or 2. To get it done faster and thus not 
have the machine out of commission for long periods 
of time. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE HISTORY OF THIS PROJECT 
Begun in January of 1982, the seed for this study 
was planted some years before. As an elementary school 
media specialist in a large central Illinois school system, 
the author began to appreciate the luxury of having district 
level media repairmen . However, one frustration arose 
which eventually led to this study: when one sent machines 
in for repair, a LONG WAIT ensued. Later, while serving 
as a multi-media director (separate from the library), 
in the same school district, the author found this to 
be an even more acute problem. Sometimes this media 
center would have five filmstrip projectors operating 
at the same time. There were only two spare machines, 
and one could not afford to have more than one machine 
out of commission at the district repair shop at any 
one time. 
While serving at a Catholic high school in the same 
district, and later at a small rural school district, 
the author came across the second big problem - COST. 
(The problem of the long wait was also significant, more� 
so, in that rural and parochial schools are seldom as 
well funded as large urban districts: therefore, there 
is not often extra audio-visual equipment and to have 
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even one piece of equipment out of service is severly 
restricting.) Even so, in many cases, on tight budgets, 
one would opt to let a machine set unused rather than 
pay the cost to repair it. A good illustration would 
be an opaque projector. If the curved reflector mirror 
is broken, repair could cost well over one hundred dollars 
at a shop. Replacing the machine would cost close to 
four hundred dollars. The projector might be used once 
or twice a year. Would it be worth the cost to repair 
it? It is a hard decision. However, if one can locate 
the right parts supplier, the machine could be repaired 
for around thirty dollars, making for a much easier decision. 
(That thirty dollars repair estimate is based, however, 
on the media specialist doing the labor involved in installing 
the mirror. ) Cost is so much more impo�tant in small 
schools than large school districts with repairmen, in 
that, library budgets are usually not billed for repair 
services when there is a district wide repair shop, and 
even if billed, cost would be considerablely lower. The 
cost of labor today is so great that many time if repair 
cannot be done locally, in the building or in the district 
shop, it may not be worth the cost of repairing many 
pieces of equipment. 
Because of these two main factors this author believes 
that it is important that school media specialists have 
some expertise in the field of minor upkeep, repair, 
and most importantly, preventive maintenance. Out of 
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these convictions came this survey-questionnaire study 
to try to determine how administrators and media special­
ists view this subject. 
Searching Media Literature 
The first step the author took was to research the 
past media journals to find out if a pattern could be 
established to prove a trend toward emphasis on media 
repairs being done locally. This research into the professional 
literature suggests that interest in media equipment 
preventive maintenance and repair peaked from 1978 to 
1980. Only one article was located for 1970, one for 
1 972, one for 1975, and one for 1977.  However, in each 
of 1978, 1 9 7 9, and 1980, five articles appeared. Interest 
seemed to recede again in 1981 with only two articles 
listed and none in 1982 . 
The peak of interest seemed to be at the approximate 
same time as the mass production, distribution, and popular­
ization of videocassette tape recorders and educationally 
affordable microcomputers. Although only one article 
speaks specifically to these newest developments, one 
must still wonder if these two introductions into the 
media world are not at least partially responsible for 
the upsurge of interest in equipment repair during that 
time period. Perhaps the interest was spurred by the 
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thought that money saved on preventive maintenance could 
be put to good use on videocassette recorders or micro­
computers. 
Another fascinating aspect arose when one compared 
the articles as to usefulness for grade or high school 
media centers. The articles from 1970-1972, along with 
the 1981 article, were much more realistic from the point 
of view of the school media specialist. Almost any media 
specialist could be assisted by looking at these articles. 
On the other hand, the articles from 1978-1 980 that were 
available were, on the whole, unreasonable for most public 
or parochial grade school or high school media centers . 
On reading these articles, one comes to the conclusion 
that the writers are from large state universities, or 
big industries. School media centers do �ot have the 
time, the money, or the expertise to do many of the things 
that these articles (from 1978-1980) suggest. l 
Does there seem to be a trend toward educating media 
people in the area of equipment upkeep, maintenance, 
and repair? If there is such a trend developing, one 
certainly could not prove it from surveying the professional 
literature during the past ten to fifteen years. 
Methodology 
Two separate tools were developed to question both 
administrators and media specialists. Ten questions 
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were devised to ask both the administrators and the media 
specialists concerning equipment maintenance and repair 
in their buildings. The questions were worded differently 
for the two groups, as media specialists were answering 
questions concerning themselves, while administrators 
were answering questions about their staff and school 
operations. The ten questions were basically the same 
and were designed that way in order to compare the answers 
of administrators to those of media specialists. Eight 
extra questions were on the media specialists' questionnaire 
that were not on the administrators' form. These questions 
dealt with the media specialist's education, responsibilities, 
opinions, and comments .  
When the instruments were complete, thirty of the 
questionnaires were sent to administrators, forty to 
media specialists. (See appendix). The following factors 
guided the selection of these seventy professionals: 
1. Four elementary schools were selected, two 
junior high schools, and three high schools 
in the author's home district. This district 
has two full-time repairmen, whom the author 
has found to be quite competent and cooperative. 
The three high schools each have both full-time 
librarians and full-time media specialists 
(questionnaires were sent to each of these 
six individuals) . It was felt that it would 
be significant to compare these professionals' 
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answers with those from small communities with 
no access to district employed repairmen. 
2. Nine schools were selected in towns with pop­
ulations of 40, 000 or above. These schools 
were selected at random. It was not known 
if they had repairmen, or if they had media 
specialists separate from librarians. It was 
believed that these schools would represent 
a cross section of medium to large size districts 
and give an overview of the trends in this 
size district. 
3 .  Nine smaller districts were selected (most 
composed of no more than four school buildings 
K-12) in the area. This category, and the 
fourth, were the districts which the author 
felt would be helped the most by media people 
who could do minor repairs. 
4. Three questionnaires were sent to Catholic 
high schools (each in towns where the public 
high school was also selected). 
5. Finally, to compile all of the returned surveys 
and see what the general trends seemed to be. 
This, then, should give some indication as 
to the trends in the field of media repair 
in school districts in central Illinois. 
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Of the thirty questionnaires sent to administrators, 
twenty were returned. Out of the twenty that were returned, 
two were not complete. Forty questionnaires were sent 
to media specialists. Twenty-three of these were returned 
and three of these were incomplete. See the appendix 
for a chart illustrating the returns. 
Results 
First to be discussed will be the ten sets of questions 
which were asked of administrators and media specialists. 
"A" will be used to indicate administrators, and "MS" 
to indicate media specialists. 
Question l (A) asks "Do you have a person on your 
staff capable of repairing media equipment?" The possible 
answers were : A. Replace bulbs and do simple repairs 
only; B. Most or all repair; C. None, we send everything 
out. The results can be seen in Figure 1 below. 
l(A) - Do you have 
a person on 
your staff 
capable of 
repairing 
equipment? 
15% 
91 Y. 
Figure 1 
S (MS )  - Are you 
capable of 
repairing 
equipment? 
LEGEND: 
.: .. ::  A Bulbs and simple repairs !JU! B - Most or a l l  repairs Ht! 
II C - None - Send out everything 
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Seventy-five percent of the administrators replied that 
someone did do minor repairs in their building. Ten 
percent said all or most repairs were done at the building 
level or at a district level repair center. Fifteen 
percent said everything was sent out for repair. 
The media specialists responded: ninety-two percent 
replaced bulbs and did simple repairs; four percent could 
make most repairs; and four percent sent everything out 
of the building to be repaired. 
Questions 2(A) and 4 ( MS) asked "Who is responsible 
for repair of equipment?" Forty percent of the admin­
istrators said that the librarian/media specialist in 
their building was responsible for repairs; fifteen percent 
said another person in the building took .care of repairs 
(custodian, another teacher, etc.); forty-five percent 
said the media specialist was responsible. The media 
specialist answered: thirty-four and three -fifths percent 
the librarian/media specialist; sixty-one and one-half 
percent said that someone else in the building took care 
of repairs; and three and four -fifths percent said that 
another teacher doubled as a media specialist, (See Figure 
2 ) .  
Figure 2 
Who is responsible for the repair of  
equipment in your building? 
2 ( A) 4 (MS ) 
3.� 
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LEGEND: 
A Librarian/Media Specialist 
mu B - Other 
II C - Media Specialist 
The author estimates, from the responses to these 
two sets of questions that eighty percent or more of 
simple repair is done either in the building or at a 
district repair shop. These facts seem to support the 
idea that as much repair as possible should be done at 
the building or local level. 
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Questions 3(A) and 6 ( MS) asks "Who replaces bulbs 
in equipment?" The results are shown in Figure 3. The 
administrators answered: twenty-five percent - each 
individual teach; sixty-five percent - the media specialist; 
ten percent - another person (one teacher, the custodian, 
etc.). The media specialists responded: twenty-six 
and one-tenth percent - each individual teacher; seventy-three 
and nine-tenths percent - the media specialist. The 
third category ("Other") gained no responses from the 
media specialists. 
Figure 3 
Who replaces the bulbs in equipment? 
3(A) 6(MS)  
LEGEND: 
A 
�nu B 
•c 
Each Individual Teacher 
- The Media Specialist 
- Other 
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Questions 4(A) and 7 (MS) ask "Who order bulbs?" 
Of the administrators, five percent said the superintendent; 
twenty-five percent said the principal ordered bulbs; 
sixty percent said that ordering bulbs was the respon­
sibility of the media specialist; and ten percent said 
someone other than the other three categories ordered 
bulbs. Of the media specialists, none named the super­
intendent as responsible for ordering bulbs; eight and 
seven-tenths percent said the principal did the ordering; 
sixty-nine and three-fifths percent said the media specialist 
ordered; and twenty-one and seven-tenths percent chose 
the category "other". Figure 4 illustrates these per-
centages. 
Figure 4 
Who orders bulbs? 
4(A) 7 (MS) 
LEGEND: 
·· A - Superintendent 
mu B - Principal 
• C - Librarian/Media Specialist 
• D - Other 
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Questions S(A) and 8(MS) dealt with decision-making concerning 
repairing or discarding and replacing equipment. The 
question asked: "Who decides whether or not to repair 
or discard and replace equipment?" The administrators 
answered with ninety percent saying the media specialist; 
ten percent saying someone else in the building made 
that decision. The media specialists answered eighty-
two and three-fifths percent the media specialist; seventeen 
and two-fifths percent said someone else made the decision. 
See Figure 5 for the visual results of these two questions. 
Figure 5 
Who decides whether to repair or discard 
and replace equipment? 
S(A) 8 (MS ) 
LEGEND: 
,� A - Librarian/Media Specialist 
�ffi B - Teacher 
II C - Other 
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From the five pairs of questions discussed above, 
this author has come to the conclusion that media specialists, 
on the whole (eighty-five to ninety-five percent) consider 
as part of their duties the supervision, repair and main­
tenance of equipment to the best of their abilities. 
Most of the media specialists also seem to feel that 
they should have enough expertise to decide whether or 
not to send a machine out for repair or attempt to repair 
it in the building. 
Questions 6(A) and 9 (MS) ask "Where do you send 
your equipment for repair?" The administrators answered 
with thirty percent saying locally; twenty percent saying 
that they sent it to the distributor from whom the equipment 
was purchased; twenty-five percent said to independent 
repair shop; twenty five percent to a district level 
repair shop. The media specialists replied : thirty-three 
and one-third percent to the local repair shop; none 
to the distributor; twenty-three and four-fifths percent 
to an independent repair shop; and forty-two and nine­
tenths percent said to the district repair shop. The 
author believes that the differences in the percentages 
between the administrators and the media specialists 
in this question might be because the media specialists 
are closer to the actual repair than the administrator. 
If this is true, then the statistics from the media 
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specialists are more accurate on this question than those 
from the administrators (See Figure 6 )  . 
Figure 6 
Where do you send your equipment for repair? 
6 (A )  9(MS) 
23.8i; 
LEGEND: 
·.:::;-: A - Locally 
mu B - Company Distributor 
II C - Independent Repairman 
II n - District Repair Shop 
Questions 7(A) and ll(MS) asked professionals to 
rank in importance the qualifications they would consider 
most important for a media specialist. The administrators 
said: forty-five percent consider library and media 
to be nearly equal in importance; fifteen percent felt 
that library skills were more important than media; twenty-five 
percent wanted the media specialist to be strong in the 
field of media, which included production skills; fifteen 
percent wanted their media specialist to be strong in 
- 1 5 -
media with repair expertise. Forty-two and nine-tenths 
percent of the media specialists felt that media and 
library skills are about equally important; twenty-eight 
and three-fifths percent felt that a strong library background 
was more important than media; nine and one-half percent 
felt that it was more important to be strong in media 
with production skills; while four and four-fifths percent 
felt that media skills were most important but that repair 
skills were more important than production skills. 
Some conclusions can be drawn from the information 
on this question (See Figure 7). The answers given by 
both administrators and media specialists seem to reflect 
the current situation in education, that only the most 
affluent districts can now afford to have both a librarian 
and a media specialist. Therefore, the librarian also 
needs to be a competent media specialist, or the media 
specialist needs to be a competent librarian. From the 
answers given, one can conclude that the future for the 
media specialist appears to be one of a strong combination 
of library science and media. Administrators would prefer 
a strong library background, but if they are able to 
hire a person who has a strong library transcript, and 
also qualifications in media theory, production expertise, 
plus maintenance and repair skills, all the better. 
I�. 
Figure 7 
What do you consider the most important 
qualification for a media specialist? 
7 (A) l l (M S )  
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LEGEND: 
� A -50/50 Library Science/Media 
#.Hi! B -75/25 Strong Library 
II C -Strong Media/with Production 
II n -S trong Media/with Repair 
II E -Strong Media/Some Library/ 
S trong Maintenance 
Questions 8(A) and 12(MS) ask what a qualified media 
specialist should be able to do. Administrators answered: 
eighty-four and one-fifth percent said they should be 
able to handle simple repairs. Five and three-tenths 
said they should be able to supervise repair. Ten and 
one-half percent said they should have no responsib i lities 
having to do with equipment repair. The media people 
said: sixty-eight and one-fifth percent said simple 
repairs; twenty-two and seven-tenths percent said they 
should supervise repairs; nine and one-tenth percent 
said they should have nothing to do with repairs. 
Stet. 
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It seems to be generally agreed (with only minor dissention) 
that the media specialist should be able to do some simple 
repairs ( See Figure 8). 
Figure 8 
What should a qualified media specialist 
be able to do? 
8(A) 12 (MS ) 
-� 1% 
LEGEND: 
�: A - Make s imple repairs 
um B - Supervise simple repairs 
II C - Not be involved in repairs 
Questions 9 (A) and 13(MS) ask what the future media 
person should be able to do. Administrators replied: 
forty-two and one-tenth percent said that the future 
media specialist should be able to do most repairs; ten 
and one-half percent said the future media specialist 
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needed to know basic principles only; five and three-tenths 
percent said the future media specialist needed to know 
nothing about media repairs. The media specialists answered: 
eighty-five and seven-tenths percent said they needed 
to know how to do simple repairs; fourteen and three-tenths 
said they did not even need to know the basic principles 
(See Figure 9). 
Figure 9 
What should the future Media Specialist 
be able to do? 
9(A) 13(MS) 
LEGEND: 
�z A - Simple repairs only 
nm B - Repair most machines 
II C - Know the basic principles 
II D - Not be involved in repairs 
The answers to questions 9 (A) and 13(MS) would tend 
to put more emphasis on knowledge of media repair than 
the rest of the survey. In some cases these answers 
seem to contradict the answers to some of the other questions. 
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Please note the word "future" in this question. This 
is the key word that accounts for the discrepancies. 
It seems that the future may hold a change for the media 
specialist. The ideally trained media specialist in 
the near future will be a person who can perform all 
the typical library functions and also will need to be 
proficient in equipment operation, maintenance, repair, 
and audio-visual production. 
Questions lO(A) and 14(MS) ask the opinions of these 
professionals as to the most important work the media 
specialist does. The administrators answered: twenty-five 
percent said produce media; twenty percent said maintenance 
and inventory of equipmen t; ten percent said ordering 
media; twenty percent said teaching library skills; twenty-five 
percent said ordering and upkeep of book�. The media 
specialists said: forty-four and two-fifths percent 
said produce media; sixteen and seven-tenths percent 
said teaching library skills; sixteen and seven-tenths 
percent said ordering and upkeep of books. See Figure 
10. 
There were several questions that were exclusive 
to the media specialists' questionnaire and did not appear 
on the administrators' questionnaire. Question l (MS) 
asked the highest degree that the media specialist had 
attained. Twenty-six and one-tenth percent held a Bachelor's 
degree; sixty and nine- tenths percent held a Master's 
Figure 10 
What work do you consider most important 
for a media specialist to do? 
lO(A) 14(MS) 
16.7% 
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LEGEND: 
?::: A - Produce Media 
mu B - Upkeep & Inventory of Equip. 
II C - Ordering Media 
II D - Teaching Library Skills 
II E - Ordering, upkeep o f  books 
degree; thirteen percent held an Educational Specialist's 
degree. This question and these answers indicate the 
high level of educational training that media specialists 
have in the area of Central Illinois. If this question 
had been asked on the administrator's quesitonnaire, 
the percentages would not have been substantially higher 
for the administrators than it was for these media specialists. 
See Figure 1 1  for an illustration of these answers. 
Figure 11 
What is the highest degree you have 
completed? J{MS ) 
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LEGEND: 
A - Bachelor's degree 
um B - Master Is degree 
II C -Educational Specialist degree 
Question 2(MS) asks the media specialist about his 
coursework. Eight and seven-tenths percent said that 
they had training only in Library Science with nothing 
in the field of Instructional Media; seventy-eight and 
three-tenths percent said their main work was in the 
area of Library Science, but that they did have some 
training in Instructional Media; four and three-tenths 
percent had coursework in Instructional Media, with only 
a little work in Library Science; eight and seven-tenths 
- 22-
percent had training in Media only. The coursework of 
most of the media specialists answering the questionnaire 
seemed to be a good balance of both media and library 
science. Figure 12 shows a graph of this question. 
Figure 12 
What was your coursework in? 
2(MS) 
LEGEND: 
. ... _. . A . _:•. Library Science Only 
nm B -Library Science, Some Media 
C -Media , Some Library Science • 
•n -Media Only 
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Question 3(MS) asks if the respondent's position 
is mainly concerned with Library, Media, or a combination 
of Library and Media. Fifty-six and one-half percent 
said that their duties were mainly library with some 
media; thirty and two -fifths percent said library and 
media equally; thirteen percent said media only; no one 
said that their work was only library, and no one answered 
media with some library work. From this question one 
can conclude that few respondents work in a building 
where the school has a separate librarian. One can also 
see that the "librarian" is no longer just a book person, 
but now has almost fifty percent of his time taken up 
by media related concerns. Future media specialists 
are going to need to be prepared to be just that, "media 
specialists", not just librarians or just audio-visual 
specialists. They will need to understand both areas. 
See Figure 13 for the results of this question. 
Question lO(MS) asks "Where do you buy repair parts 
and bulbs, etc.?" Thirty-three and three-tenths percent said 
locally; while sixty-seven and seven-tenths percent said 
that they purchased this type of supplies somewhere out 
of town (See Figure 14). 
Questions 15-18 asked for comments and do not give 
concrete answers that can be compiled in this portion 
of the paper. A few of the comments will be handled 
in another section of the paper. The administrators 
also made some comments that will be given later. 
Figure 13 
What is your position mainly concerned with? 
I 
"" .1'./_j Jt.' . 1 .  
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LEGEND: 
a A -Library .. B ··.· -Library, Some Media ·�'*i �;l*� c -Library and Media Equally 
�n -Media, Some Library 
•E -Media Only 
Figure 14 
Where do you buy repair part s ,  bulbs , 
etc . ?  
LEGEND: 
\\ A - Locally 
• B - Other 
-25-
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Comments From Administrators and Media Specialists 
The author chooses to quote only a few of the comments 
that the administrators made. Both positive and negative 
comments are listed in order to be fair and in an attempt 
to present all opinions. 
One administrator said "Like anything else - the 
person who is good, is good in all areas, maintains and 
repairs equipment, produces and instructs, teaches and 
orders materials, is on top of everything and has a good 
relationship with all teachers . "  Another says: "Time 
is often available for media people to do repair work . 
In the era of declining budgets, local repair of equipment 
would decrease costs, thus freeing funds for additional 
purchases of print and non-print media. "· One administrator 
criticized the questionnaire saying: "This questionnaire 
places almost no time or value on a media person working 
with students . I would make that a very high priority 
in all areas. " Unfortunately, this administrator, as 
well as a few others, failed to understand that this 
study was only to determine part of the duties and opinions 
of the media position. It was not an all enclusive study. 
Some of the administrators felt that this survey 
placed too much emphasis on repair and not enough on 
the academics of the library. Others were able to see 
the value of repair, and most seemed to have enough foresight 
to see that media is going to be a big part of the future 
of education . . 
1. 
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Librarians and media specialists surveyed in central 
Illinois in general felt the need to have extra training 
and acquire a certain expertise in the area of maintenance 
and repair of audio-visual equipment. However, this 
in no way should imply that librarians are veering from 
the traditional liberal arts and strong library science 
foundation. Media repair is only suggested as an addition 
to the curriculum or an addendum to the Master of Library 
Science degree. 
There appears to be an indication that the lines 
between media specialists and librarians are dissolving, 
and librarians are, in larger and larger numbers, going 
back and learning about instructional media and gaining 
competency and self-confidence in the area. School librarians, 
although comfortable with the title "librarian", are 
beginning to view themselves as competent, well rounded 
media specialists. One may well add that most are wearing 
two hats (librarian and media specialist) very competently. 
A few librarians seem to fear that this trend toward 
repair will replace the librarian/media person with technicians, 
and that the present trend is headed toward elimination 
of professionalism. The other main complaint is "not 
enough time" - to do the job right, at this time, without 
the outlook of taking on more responsibility. 
Given the opportunity to make comments, the media 
specialists responded to the question asking what they 
felt that their coursework lacked that they wish they 
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now had expertise in. The following areas emerged: Several 
wanted to know how to replace bulbs and do simple repairs; 
a course on how to decide which piece of equipment to 
buy, and how to know what type of equipment is needed; 
use of today's media, including video and computers; 
and advanced work in producing slide-tape presentations. 
Also mentioned were administration courses, public relations 
courses, and planning budgets. The most interesting 
comments on this question came in the area of public 
relations: "Need more on professional relations - no 
one ever said a person going into media work should like 
and get along with people!" "Need a course on public 
relations - how to gain cooperation of teachers and admin­
istrators for library/media programs. " 
Asked what types of audio-visual work the media 
specialist now performs in their building, the following 
categories appeared: Laminate, dry mount, make transparencies, 
cassette programs, slides, photos, recordings on the 
VTR, student use of VTR. Several, regretably, said that 
they had the equipment but not the time to use it, others 
said they had neither the time nor the equipment. 
One question asked what type of regular, periodic 
maintenance the media specialist did in their building. 
A slight majority said that they cleaned the machines 
and did minor repairs as needed. The remainder said 
that they sent things out of the building if anything 
needed to be done to them. 
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One question asked for any comments that the media 
specialist wished to make. Just a few comments can sum 
up most of the attitudes held by those that replied: 
"due to m y  lack of knowledge concerning the equipment, 
I feel we are spending more money than necessary." Another 
says: " I  would like to see every media person have at 
least a basic maintenance class. " 
From these comments and answers, the future looks 
promising for media. These media specialists are looking 
toward the future with eagerness and optimism, ready 
and willing to learn about equipment repair, administration, 
public relations, production or any thing else that comes 
their way that they don't know about now. 
CHAPTER II 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The conclusion that can be reached from the answers 
given is that media repair is becoming increasingly important. 
It seems obvious that it will be a fact of life in the 
near future that the media person will need to have some 
skills in repair of equipment. Media repair for the 
media specialist appears to be with us for good, but 
obviously not at the expense of any other area of library 
or media. 
Media specialists seemed to be more realistic about 
the future of repair than the administrators. Many of 
the administrators would prefer that their media specialist 
not be involved in repair. However, it seems that it 
is a coming fact of life for media specialists that they 
will need to be prepared in yet this one more area in 
media education. 
The first recommendation should be that this survey 
be repeated in larger numbers in a larger geographical 
area. A state-wide survey of one to ten percent of school 
media specialists might well identify trends in some 
areas not reached on this survey. Media equipment is 
so much more important to teachers and students today 
than in the past. It is apparently with us to stay. 
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It is important that the equipment be in good working 
order. Media specialists more and more are accepting 
this fact. Media specialists need to have the expertise 
to oversee equipment repair, to decide whether to send 
the machine out for repair, or repair it locally as well 
as to maintain the equipment properly to prevent breakdown. 
A new survey today would no doubt bear this fact out. 
Media repair is not a trend, not a fad, but a necessity 
that will be with most schools for a long time to come. 
If schools were able to circumvent or eliminate the problems 
of funding, there would still be the problem of time. 
Therefore, it seems apparent that it will always be necessary 
for media specialists to have at least minimal skills 
in maintenance and repair of equipment. 
To acquire these skills, it may be necessary for 
school districts to provide both training and release 
time for their media specialists. Just a few labor and 
repair bills of twenty to fifty dollars would pay for 
both the cost of training and the cost of substitutes 
to allow the media specialist to be out of the building. 
It would be hard to calculate actual savings if a media 
specialist trained in preventive maintenance as well 
as repair could not only repair but prolong the life 
of much costly machinery. 
The fact that many media specialists said they would 
sign up for a repair oriented course shows their need, 
and their desire for a course on repair. The author 
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would not suggest that this course be added to an already 
full set of requirements, but that perhaps a short unit 
be added to a course already required in the curriculum. 
After the media specialist is on the job, then he should 
be enabled to take a media repair seminar, workshop, 
or graduate level course. After o·ne is out working in 
the field with machines, the course would be more useful 
and practical. 
The type of course suggested would be flexible, 
a hands-on course, yet structured enough that media people 
could learn enough to make simple repairs on most school 
media equipment. The main concept that media specialists 
need to acquire is that they are capable of making minor 
repairs. Next this course should include a demonstration 
of each type of typical school machinery with demonstrations 
of preventive maintenance, and a thorough listing of 
what type of repairs should or could be done locally. 
Types of cleaners, lubricants, oils, etc. should be discussed, 
as well as suggestions on where to find tools and supplies. 
Addresses for publications that specialize in repair 
books should be given. Opportunities should be given 
for each media specialist to bring problem machinery 
and attempt to diagnose problems. 
When the media person leaves the course, he should 
feel competent and able to do minor repairs, and should 
have the knowledge and information to obtain catalogs, 
parts, repair manuals and books. He should know how 
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select a head cleaner for a videocassette recorder. He 
should be able to clean a sound lens on a sixteen millimeter 
film projector. He should have an idea of the differences 
in lamps and know how to determine which lamps will work 
as substitutes for others. Much emphasis should be given 
to preventive maintenance in order to save on the life 
of the machinery, cost of repair, and the time factor 
for out of the building repair. 
It is the belief of this author that such a course, 
followed by active interest by students and an active 
attempt to put what they have learned into practice, 
will not only pay for the cost of the course, but will 
pay for extra equipment in money saved. 
APPENDIX I 
TABLE OF RESPONSES 
Administrators Questionnaire 
30 sent out 
20 returned (66 & 2/3%) 
10 not returned (33 & 1/3%) 
2 (of the 20 returned) were incomplete 
Librarians/Media Specialists Questionnaire 
40 sent out 
23 returned ( 5 7  & 1/2%) 
17 not returned (42 & 1/2%) 
3 (of the 23 returned) incomplete 
LEGEND: 
.· . A - Returned 
i¥W B - Returned but incomplete X�J;> 
II C - Not returned 
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APPENDIX II 
SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRES 
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Dear Administrator or Library/Media Person: 
I am conducting a survey to determine what you believe 
a media person should know in relation to maintenance 
of media equipment. I am especially interested in knowing 
what both school administrators believe their media personnel 
should know and what the media person believes they should 
know in order to maintain and possibly repair some of 
the more common failures of media equipment. Your response 
is important in helping to determine future directions 
for the professional preparation of media personnel. 
This research project is being conducted as part of a 
field study course at Eastern Illinois University. 
Your response from one of a very select group of 
schools is extremely important in reaching conclusions 
in this research project. A prompt return will be greatly 
appreciated. 
Thank you, 
Connie J. Peters 
Candidate for Ed.S. 
Robert C. Wiseman, Ed.D. 
Study Advisor 
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ADMINISTRATOR'S QUESTIOHHAIRK 
Name : 
School :  
1 .  Do you have a person on your staff who is  capable o f  repairing media 
equipment? 
Yes ,  simple repairs only . 
Yes, most repair s ,  both simple and major . 
No, a l l  of our equipment is sent out for repair. 
2 .  Who i s  responsible for the repair o f  our equipment? 
The Media Person 
The Librarian 
the Librarian/Media Person 
Other Teacher (Please indicate his/her grade level or teaching area . )  
3 .  Who replaces bulbs in equipment? 
Each individual Teacher 
Librarian/Media Person 
One Teacher only (Please indicate his/her area . )  
4. Who orders bulbs? 
Superintendent 
Principal 
Librarian/Media Person 
Other (Please indicate teaching area . )  
5 .  Who decides whether to repair or discard and replace? 
Each individual Teacher to whom the equipment is assigned 
A non-pro fessional Media Person 
Librarian/Media Person 
6 .  Where do you send equipment for repair? 
Equipment is generally repaired local l y .  
The local distributors 
An independent repair facility 
To the manufacturer 
Other (Please explain . )  
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7. I f  you were to employ a new Media Person, which quali fication would be most 
likely to influence you? (Please rank from l to 5 with l being the most 
important . )  
A person with an outstanding transcript in the theory o f  Instructional 
Medi a.  
A person with an outstanding transcript in Med i a ,  including some preparation 
in the understanding o f  the operation and simple repair o f  media equ ipment . 
A person with an outstanding transcript in Med i a ,  with coursework in the 
understanding o f  the operation and simple repair of media equ ipment . 
A person with an outstanding transcript in the field o f  Library Science 
with Media courses including coursework in simple maintenance of media 
equipment. 
A person with an outstanding transcript in the field of L ibrary Science. 
8. Do you believe that a qualified Media Person should be able to: 
Make simple repairs on media equ ipment . 
Be capable of supervis ing s imple repair o f  media equipment . 
Should not be involved with any repair o f  media equipment . 
9. With the development o f  more electronic media equ ipment for school s ,  do you 
believe that future Media Personnel should be able to: 
10 . 
Understand the basic principles o f  electronics used in media equ ipment . 
Be trained to make simple and obvious repairs o f  media equ ipment . 
Be trained to make tests and repairs on most o f  the media equipment . 
Media Personnel do not need to either understand the principles o f  the 
operation o f  their equipment or to make any kind of repair o f  the 
equipment. 
The type of work that you view as most important for your Media Person to 
provide in your school is: (Please rank from 1 to 5 with 1 being the most 
important . )  
Producing local media for teacher s .  
Upkeep and repair o f  equipment , including inventory and checking out o f  
machine s .  
Ordering media, both hardware and software . 
Teaching library ski l l s .  
Ordering and maintaining the library book collection. 
Would you please take the time to make brief comments on how you view the Media 
Person's roll in your school; how you view media; or any other comments or 
personal thoughts or observations that you feel wou ld be useful or significant 
to this survey . 
MEDIA PERSONNEL QUESTIONNAIRE 
Name: 
Schoo l :  
1. What i s  the highest degree you have completed? 
Bachelors Degree 
Masters Degree 
Specialist Degree 
Doctorate Degree 
2 .  Was your profess ional coursework: 
[ ] In Library Science? 
[ ] In Library Science with some Media coursework? 
[ ] In Media with some Library Science? 
[ ] In Media? 
3.  Is your position mainly concerned with: 
Library? 
Library with some Media? 
Equally in Library and Media? 
Media with some Library? 
Media? 
4 .  Who is responsible for repair o f  equipment? 
[ It  is part of  the Librarian ' s  duties . 
[ A Teacher who doubles as the Media Person. 
[ An Administrator. 
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[ We have a non-professional person who repairs our equipment .  
[ Other ( P lease indicate their title or role . )  
S .  Are you capable o f  repairing equipment? 
I change bulbs, everything else is sent out for repair. 
Yes, simple repair only. 
Yes, most repairs, both simple and major.  
No, all of  our equipment is sent out for repair. 
6 .  Who replaces bulbs in the equipment? 
Each individual Teacher. 
Librarian/Media Person. 
Other ( P lease indicate their t itle or role . )  
7 .  Who orders bulbs? 
Superintendent 
Principal 
Librarian/Media Person 
Other ( Indicate)  
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8. Who decides whether to repair or discard media equipment? 
Librarian/Media Person 
Media Person 
Administrator 
Other (Please indicate . )  
9 .  Where do you send equipment for repair? 
The local distributors. 
An independent repair company . 
To the manufacturer . 
Other ( P lease explain . )  
10.  Where do you buy repair par t s ,  bulbs , etc . ?  
[ ] The local distributor. 
[ ] Other (Please explain . )  
1 1 .  What do you consider the most important qualifications for a Media Person 
(someone in a situation similar to yours)? 
St rong library background. 
Strong media background. 
Strong library, some media. ( 7S/25)  
Library/media.  (SO/SO) 
Strong media with emphasis on production. 
Strong media with repair and maintenance expertise.  
St rong media and library with some maintenance expert ise.  
Other (Please explain . )  
1 2 .  Do you bel ieve that a qualified Media Person should be able t o :  
[ ] Make simple repairs o n  media equipment ?  
[ ] Be capable of  supervising simple repair of  media equipment? 
[ ] Should not be involved with any repair of  media equipment.  
13 . With the development of  more electronic media equipment for schools , do you 
believe that future Media Personnel should be able t o :  
Understand the basic principles o f  electronic used i n  media equipment? 
Be trained to make simple and obvious repairs on media equipment ?  
Be trained to make tests and repairs on most of the media equipment ?  
Media Personnel d o  not need t o  either understand the principles of 
the operation of  their equipment ,  or to make any kind of repair of 
the equipment . 
14 . Rank the fol lowing ( 1  being the most vital) in the order of importance .  
The Media Person in your school should do the following: 
Produce local media for teachers. 
Maintain and repair equipment , including inventory and check out .  
Order media, both hardware and software. 
Teach library ski l l s .  
Care, upkeep, ordering, inventory, and checking out of  books . 
Others you may wish to add. 
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15 . Do you believe your profess ional coursework did not include coursework in 
an area ( s )  that you now believe would have been beneficial? If so , what 
area ( s )  would you like to have had included? 
16 . Do you do any production o f  Instructional Media? Please indicate what you 
do . 
17 . What type o f  regular or periodic maintenance do you do on equipment? 
18 .  Please feel free to make any comment that you feel would benefit this 
survey either at the bottom or on the back of these pages .  
NOTES 
l some suggestions found in the literature from 1978-1980 
are as follows: In Instructional Innovator, March 1980, 
pages 35-36, John Wilshusen suggests keeping back up units 
for each piece of equipment. This is cost and space re­
stricting for most school media centers. He also suggests 
installing time meters, in order to maintain equipment 
at proper intervals. These time meters would cost around 
$50. per piece of equipment. 
In various issues of EPIEgram : Equipment Reyort (January 
25, January 29, March 12, and March 26, 1979 suggestions 
were made for preventive maintenance of various pieces 
of equipment. In the report on overhead and opaque pro­
jectors (January 29, 1979, page 3) EPIEfram suggests weekly 
checking and cleaning of the exterior o the machinery, 
the lens system, the motor and fan system. 
In the March 12, 1 9 7 9  issue, page 3, EPIEyram suggests 
the following for turntables and record p ayers: Inspect 
and clean stylus before every use. Clean and check the 
stylus for wear, sound, and tracking monthly. Visually 
inspect the stylus and the case weekly. 
In March 26, 1 9 7 9  issue of EP IEgram the editors suggest 
on page 3 :  for periodic maintenance for cassette and 
reel-to-reel tape recorders, after eight hours or weekly 
clean the heads, make a visual inspection, note the condition 
on an inventory card, demagnitize the heads, and clean 
drive idler capstan monthly. 
In the estimation of this author, the above listed suggestions 
alone would take up over 90% of the time of the average 
school media specialist ' s  time. These are unrealistic 
maintenance goals for most school media centers. 
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